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サード・メトリック 2014-11-20
いま あなたが亡くなったら 家族や友人 同僚は あなたについて何を語るだろう 心身をすり減らしてまで働くことは もはや 成功 ではありません 健康かつ心穏やかに働くためのヨガや瞑想 ボランティアなどの 実践や哲学 そして 成功 の
定義を変えるのは私たち自身であるのだと 全世界ベストセラー 待望の日本上陸

とてつもない嘘の世界史 2020-06-27
話題のフェイクニュースから デマ 国家の嘘 商業上の嘘 集団妄想まで 歴史上の真実でないものをとことん追究 とてつもない失敗の世界史 の著者が贈るメガトン級の 嘘 列伝

The Irish and the American Presidency 2017-07-05
there is a widely held notion that except for the elections of 1928 and 1960 the irish have primarily influenced only state and
local government the irish and the american presidency reveals that the irish have had a consistent and noteworthy impact on
presidential careers policies and elections throughout american history using us party systems as an organizational framework
this book examines the various ways that scots irish and catholic irish americans as well as the irish who remained in eire have
shaped altered and sometimes driven such presidential political factors as party nominations campaign strategies elections and
white house policymaking the irish seem to be inextricably interwoven into important moments of presidential political history
yanoso discusses the scots irish participation in the american revolution the whiskey rebellion and the war of 1812 she describes
president bill clinton s successful good friday agreement that brought peace and hope to northern ireland and finally she
assesses the now common presidential visits to ireland as a strategy for garnering irish american support back home no previous
work has explored the impact of irish and irish american affairs on us presidential politics throughout the entire scope of
american history readers interested in presidential politics american history and or irish irish american history are certain to find
the irish and the american presidency enjoyable informative and impactful

Game On 2017-01-31
is there a hidden powerful secret to becoming more creative and finding success with your work did creative masters like
wolfgang amadeus mozart and henri matisse possess an abundance of talent the rest of us can only dream of this book is the
third in a three part series about the power of creativity for new writers musicians filmmakers artists it s for anyone who has a
great idea or even just a little one but they re finding it difficult to act on their idea do deep work and finish their most important
creative projects in this book you will discover these strategies 1 immerse yourself in your work there s a mindset successful
creative people adopt too call it flow call it a fugue call it total immersion i ll show you how creative masters turn on and off this
mindset at will and how you can do the same 2 seek out solitude extroverts thrive when working in the company of others but
many writers musicians painters and artists do their best work alone so how can you create alone and still feel positive about
your work and the self 3 be obsessed it takes a level of focus and even obsession to see a creative project like writing a book or
composing an album from beginning to end if you re alarmed know that obsession is something you can embrace rather than
fear with the right approach 4 root out perfectionism like a weed perfectionism is a nasty weed that could be choking the life out
of your ideas i ll guide you through the types of perfectionism to watch out for and then root them out 5 practice your craft
deliberately what is deliberate practice it s not enough to just practice writing drawing or painting every day you must be smart
about the techniques you use for learning practicing and problem solving 6 cut the cord for every creative person there comes a
time when you must focus on what s important commit to doing the work and cut the rope in this personal story i explain what
this looks like 7 fall forwards making messy mistakes is part of the creative process the trick is to getting positive results is to
test your ideas sooner and learn from your mistakes if you want to discover how to conquer procrastination finish your work and
find success download a sample or buy now

The Power of Creativity (Book 3) 2017-01-31
the clue puzzle legal thriller and classic whodunit are just a few of the subgenres within the widely popular crime fiction genre
however despite its popularity among readers the crime short story genre has yet to be fully explored by scholars this book
offers a deep dive into crime short stories written by a wide range of authors tracing the history and evolution of the crime short
story the book offers an accessible and original examination of crime short stories focusing on compelling themes such as
miscarriage of justice feminism environmental crime and toxic masculinity

The Power of Creativity (Book 2) 2022-02-22
an adulating biography of apple s left brained wunderkind whose work continues to revolutionize modern technology kirkus
reviews in 1997 steve jobs discovered a scruffy british designer toiling away at apple s headquarters surrounded by hundreds of
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sketches and prototypes jony ive s collaboration with jobs would produce some of the world s most iconic technology products
including the imac ipod ipad and iphone ive s work helped reverse apple s long decline overturned entire industries and created
a huge global fan base yet little is known about the shy soft spoken whiz whom jobs referred to as his spiritual partner leander
kahney offers a detailed portrait of the english art school student with dyslexia who became the most acclaimed tech designer of
his generation drawing on interviews with ive s former colleagues and apple insiders kahney takes us inside the creation of these
memorable objects the wall street journal

Murder in a Few Words 2013-11-14
nehemiah arise by gregory toussaint is a transformative guide for anyone seeking to build a thriving community through the
inspiring story of nehemiah readers learn essential leadership qualities the power of a shared vision trustworthiness and the
importance of unity whether you re determined to witness genuine transformation within your community assembling a
workplace team or fostering impactful strategies for your family this book provides practical insights to help you achieve your
community building goals if you re looking to make a meaningful impact and create a well grounded united community this book
is your roadmap to success millions have tuned in worldwide to learn from bishop gregory toussaint s teachings in nehemiah
arise bishop gregory toussaint delivers a powerful exploration of leadership drawing profound insights from the biblical account
of nehemiah s remarkable journey this captivating book serves as a guiding light for anyone seeking to become a transformative
leader and make a lasting impact on their community bishop gregory toussaint masterfully dissects this timeless narrative
revealing the principles that allowed nehemiah to unite a fractured community overcome adversity and achieve an enduring
legacy readers will discover the blueprint for becoming a true nehemiah leader as you journey through nehemiah arise you ll find
the wisdom and guidance nehemiah arise challenges you to rise above the ordinary and lead with purpose integrity and a heart
dedicated to the well being of your community if you aspire to lead with unwavering commitment inspire those around you and
leave a legacy of positive change nehemiah arise is your indispensable guide join the ranks of the new nehemiah generation and
embark on a journey that will impact generations to come the time for these transformative leadership principles to guide your
path has arrived together we shall rise get your copy of nehemiah arise today and embark on a journey of leadership community
and lasting impact that transcends time

Jony Ive 2023-12-17
the world is spinning so fast it s difficult to keep up two hundred and fifty years ago the industrial revolution replaced our arms
and legs at work the fourth industrial revolution is now replacing our brains this technological shift is engulfing organisations and
people it s challenging the very essence of what it means to be human daily news headlines pose existential questions that used
to belong in the pages of science fiction will a machine take my job are we becoming cyborgs what happens when super
computers become self aware if we can t compete with artificial intelligence what s left innovation guru greg orme provides a
helpful funny and supportive shove in the right direction he explores the skills you need to survive and thrive in a world of
artificial intelligence he urges you to stop competing and instead do things machines can t to become a more human human this
is a practical toolkit to master three intrinsically human super powers 1 to ignite your innate curiosity in a world of accelerating
change 2 to rediscover your creativity to produce an avalanche of game changing ideas 3 to develop connectivity to kindle the
passion persistence and insights to successfully engage fellow humans to turn human creativity into business innovation these
career enhancing capabilities have been identified in orme s work with business managers and organisations across the globe
they draw upon the latest psychological and neuroscience research the unique philosophies of successful entrepreneurs the
practises of the world s most innovative companies as well as the habits of great artists designers and scientists the full text
downloaded to your computer with ebooks you can search for key concepts words and phrases make highlights and notes as you
study share your notes with friends ebooks are downloaded to your computer and accessible either offline through the bookshelf
available as a free download available online and also via the ipad and android apps upon purchase you ll gain instant access to
this ebook time limit the ebooks products do not have an expiry date you will continue to access your digital ebook products
whilst you have your bookshelf installed

Nehemiah Arise 2019-11-15
connecting past and present this book proposes the concepts of rememory rememoria and counterpoetics as decolonial tools for
studying the art popular culture literature music and healing practices of central america and the diaspora in the united states
building on the theory of rememory articulated in toni morrison s beloved the volume examines the concept as an embodied
experience of a sensory place and time lived in the here and now by employing a wide array of sources alma s research breaks
ground in subject matter and methods considering cultural and historical ties across countries regions and traditions while
offering critical perspectives on topics such as immigration forced assimilation maternal love gender violence community arts
and decolonization
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The Human Edge 2024-03-19
from the moment captain america punched hitler in the jaw comic books have always been political and whether it is marvel s
chairman ike perlmutter making a campaign contribution to donald trump in 2016 or marvel s character howard the duck
running for president during america s bicentennial in 1976 the politics of comics have overlapped with the politics of campaigns
and governance pop culture opens avenues for people to declare their participation in a collective project and helps them to
shape their understandings of civic responsibility leadership communal history and present concerns politics in the gutters
american politicians and elections in comic book media opens with an examination of campaign comic books used by the likes of
herbert hoover and harry s truman follows the rise of political counterculture comix of the 1960s and continues on to the graphic
novel version of the 9 11 report and the cottage industry of sarah palin comics it ends with a consideration of comparisons to
donald trump as a supervillain and a look at comics connections to the pandemic and protests that marked the 2020 election
year more than just escapist entertainment comics offer a popular yet complicated vision of the american political tableau
politics in the gutters considers the political myths moments and mimeses in comic books from nonfiction to science fiction
superhero to supernatural serious to satirical golden age to present day to consider how they represent re present underpin and
or undermine ideas and ideals about american electoral politics

Central American Counterpoetics 2021-06-28
called by her contemporaries the tenth muse sor juana inés de la cruz 1648 1695 has continued to stir both popular and
scholarly imaginations while generations of mexican schoolchildren have memorized her satirical verses only since the 1970s
has her writing received consistent scholarly attention focused on complexities of female authorship in the political religious and
intellectual context of colonial new spain this volume examines those areas of scholarship that illuminate her work including her
status as an iconic figure in latin american and baroque letters popular culture in mexico and the united states and feminism by
addressing the multiple frameworks through which to read her work this research guide serves as a useful resource for scholars
and students of the baroque in europe and latin america colonial novohispanic religious institutions and women s and gender
studies the chapters are distributed across four sections that deal broadly with different aspects of sor juana s life and work
institutional contexts political economic religious intellectual and legal reception history literary genres and directions for future
research each section is designed to provide the reader with a clear understanding of the current state of the research on those
topics and the academic debates within each field

Politics in the Gutters 2017-04-28
from face the nation moderator and contributing editor for the atlantic john dickerson come the stories behind the stories of the
most memorable moments in american presidential campaign history the stakes are high the characters full of striving and ego
presidential campaigns are a contest for control of power in the most powerful country on earth the battle of ideas has a clear
end with winners and losers and along the way there are sharp turning points primaries debates conventions and scandals that
squeeze candidates into emergency action frantic grasping and heroic gambles as mike murphy the political strategist put it
campaigns are like war without bullets whistlestop tells the human story of nervous gambits hatched in first floor hotel rooms
failures of will before the microphone and the cross country crack ups of long planned stratagems at the bar at the end of a
campaign day these are the stories reporters rehash for themselves and embellish for newcomers in addition to the familiar
tales whistlestop also remembers the forgotten stories about the bruising and reckless campaigns of the nineteenth century
when the combatants believed the consequences included the fate of the republic itself some of the most modern feeling
elements of the american presidential campaign were born before the roads were paved and electric lights lit the convention
halls or there were convention halls at all whistlestop is a ride through the american campaign history with one of its most
enthusiastic conductors guiding you through the landmarks along the way

The Routledge Research Companion to the Works of Sor Juana Inés de la
Cruz 2016-08-02
this book provides an exegetical theological rhetorical paradigm the christ oriented approach lk 24 27 44 that facilitates
accuracy effectiveness and practicality in preaching the new testament use of the old in providing a practical expository model
and sermon preparation evaluation principles this work moves beyond the level of theory into the realm of praxis and will thus
appeal to practitioners as well as to academics
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Whistlestop 2020-07-24
american crusades details evangelical pursuits to unite god s purposes with american empires it argues that religious
motivations contributed heavily to united states governmental policies and built sacred spaces in many attempts to influence
american society these embedded ambitions form the core of americanism yet somehow remain hidden right in front of our eyes
in the action of caretaking they advanced their understanding of god s demand on their lives and purposes evangelical and
theologically conservative americans linked the sacred and secular shaping the ethos of the american people the terminology of
religious thinking quickly sacralized concepts like democracy and capitalism in an attempt to control and use them once
packaged as a sacred space in need of custody religious leadership sought to fulfill its kingdom responsibility and secure its
future eventually a combination of religiously defined secular components coalesced into the term known simply as americanism
building on the success of the new nation and supporting the causes of americanism throughout the world has imprinted a
uniquely evangelical construct into the domestic and foreign policy structures of the united states the shifting landscape of
american culture drove evangelicalism into the margins in the 1970s while most scholars think that the decline of religious
conservatism in culture meant that secularization controlled foreign policy as well this is not true removed from the whims of
domestic politics protestant evangelical patterns of action have resisted change in american foreign policy structures over time
however the movement lost its faith distinctives while embedding religious principles in foundations of u s foreign policy this
book seeks to produce a reorganized narrative through a critical synthesis to locate white evangelicals quest to be the
foundational voice in america s shaping ideological lineage

Christ-Oriented Expository Preaching: 2018-11-15
george orwell said the most effective way to destroy people is to deny and obliterate their own understanding of their history
liberals understand that they win victories today by distorting the record of our past for all their devotion to the merits of
tradition conservatives think a great victory such as the confirmation of clarence thomas is the end of the battle liberals never
concede the historical record and neither should those who believe in limited government free enterprise and individual liberty in
history s greatest libels steve byas takes the battle to the left challenging head on their politicized distortions of the past

American Crusades 2015-08-31
this book introduces the origins of important teachings that form the basis of medicine and related healing professions
reinforcing the humanistic side of patient care this book replicates the tips anecdotes and aphorisms often related by mentors
and educators to medical students residents and young physicians this book provides numerous examples of best practices in
the art of medicine profiles of great healers throughout history and around the world and stories sure to inspire any practicing
healer whether they are new to the calling or a seasoned veteran

History's Greatest Libels 2012-11-06
necessary trouble is the definitive book on the movements that are poised to permanently remake american politics we are
witnessing a moment of unprecedented political turmoil and social activism over the last few years we ve seen the growth of the
tea party a twenty first century black freedom struggle with blacklivesmatter occupy wall street and the grassroots networks
supporting presidential candidates in defiance of the traditional party elites sarah jaffe leads readers into the heart of these
movements explaining what has made ordinary americans become activists as jaffe argues the financial crisis in 2008 was the
spark the moment that crystallized that something was wrong for years jaffe crisscrossed the country asking people what they
were angry about and what they were doing to take power back she attended a people s assembly in a church gymnasium in
ferguson missouri walked a picket line at an atlanta burger king rode a bus from new york to ohio with student organizers and
went door to door in queens days after hurricane sandy from the successful fight for a 15 minimum wage in seattle and new york
to the halting of shell s arctic drilling program americans are discovering the effectiveness of making good necessary trouble
regardless of political alignment they are boldly challenging who wields power in this country

Advice to the Healer 2016-08-23
paraguay has been called the least known country in latin america an island surrounded by land and the south american tibet for
many years foreign writers and journalists described it as an enigmatic land where a peculiar people endured calamities and
nazis sought refuge tomas mandl spent 2016 to 2020 traveling through the country meeting leading minds and sifting through
data drawing on more than 40 interviews with historians political scientists economists journalists and diplomats this book
provides a timely assessment of paraguay s strengths challenges and developmental outlook and their implications for the world
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Necessary Trouble 2021-06-03
a harrowing journey through the corridors of the twenty first century totalitarianism that goes by the name of progressivism
must read dinesh d souza david horowitz is a modern legend this book is critical to understanding the left and how we defeat
them charlie kirk america is heading toward the abyss the radical mind is both a stark warning and call to arms to protect the
country from decline ruin and disgrace it identifies the crisis facing the nation as a crisis of faith faith in the constitution that has
shaped our destiny faith in individual freedom and accountability faith in the principle of equality before the law at stake nothing
less than the american way of life and the liberty and freedoms all americans enjoy in his latest broadside against the radical left
new york times bestselling author david horowitz pulls back the curtain of secrecy and lies and exposes the dangerous methods
and agendas of a woke left mob and identifies what a decent society needs to do to keep the country from slipping away
including defend families against the intrusion of outside forces ideological and governmental which seek to capture the hearts
and minds of children to serve their destructive agendas stop radicals from debasing judeo christian values and silencing
christian communities and voices in favor of political state control reject progressive blindness including false racist narratives
that america is a racist country challenge the existential threat to american democracy from a democratic party that has made
dialogue compromise and bipartisanship impossible and uses a corrupt and compliant media to unleash a constant tsunami of
hate toward conservatives and ordinary americans alike renew faith in the constitution and in individual freedom read the radical
mind and join the fight against the destructive plans of the woke left the hour is late and the forces of darkness are upon us to
save our freedoms americans must renew their faith in their country relearn its history reacquaint themselves with the wisdom
of the founders and reject the siren songs of the envious the resentful and the haters of human diversity who have malice in
their hearts david horowitz

Modern Paraguay 2023-11-07
in 2011 the san francisco 49ers hosted the oakland raiders in a preseason matchup that would become a seminal moment for
fan violence during the game seventy fans were ejected from the stadium one person was beaten unconscious in the men s
room and two men were shot in the parking lot after the game this is hardly an isolated incident at any given game fans get
kicked out and arrested for acting out in the spring of 2014 alone soccer headlines screamed of a fan killed in brazil a supporter
who punched a police horse in england and three fans shot in italy but why do fans resort to such violence what drives them to
abandon societal norms and act out in unimaginable ways fanaticus mischief and madness in the modern sports fan explores the
roots of extreme fanaticism from organized thuggery to digital hate speech justine gubar divulges outrageous and often
shocking incidents including first hand accounts from both the transgressors and victims gubar reaches back into ancient times
providing a history of fan violence throughout the ages before delving into events of misbehavior violence and hatred in the
united states and around the world she revisits several notorious riots and tragedies throughout the united states europe asia
and latin america in order to understand mayhem on a global scale in addition gubar investigates the sports leagues and the
security and beverage industries so as to explain the roots of fan misbehavior and to dispel common myths that are often
invoked to understand the madness featuring original interviews with european football hooligans rioting college students
stadium security experts and many others fanaticus provides a rare window into what drives human behavior together these
voices create the fullest picture of modern fan violence ever written

The Radical Mind 2015-06-04
お金でつるわけではなく ただ楽しませるだけでもない ついに出た 本物のゲーミフィケーション戦略がわかる本

Fanaticus 2016-01-15
tasty jesus deals with key cultural philosophical and theological representations of christ that find expression in the north
american church each of these respective cameos of christ has colored the christological understanding of many believers in the
local assembly we live in a society deeply embedded in a mindless individualism that is more concerned with a malleable christ
that suits their present taste than the jesus of both the bible and historic christian orthodoxy this book is at once a critique a call
and a consideration it is a critique of particular visions of jesus that are embraced by specific subcultures philosophical camps
and theological perspectives it is a call to the local church both its attendees and leadership intended to awaken them to the
problems with these various portraits in hope of stirring them to respond appropriately it is a consideration of the primary
ideological counterpoints to each view of jesus and a postulation of the best manner in which to equip believers in the local
assembly to respond to each distortion of jesus and live under the lordship of the real christ it is time to get jesus out from under
the tyranny of our personal tastes
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ＧＡＭＩＦＹ　ゲーミファイ 2013-10-28
drawing on debates from a multi disciplinary perspective this book examines what it means to offer a genuine sociological
critique of religious faith illiberalism and anti secularism from a macro perspective arguing that as a discipline concerned with
real issues in the social world sociology should be at the forefront of any analysis of religious power and legitimacy the author
contends that much religious faith is fundamentally incompatible with any twenty first century society that seeks inclusive
utilitarian and humanistic principles as its goals with an emphasis on sociology the effects of organised religion s overall decline
in modern western contexts are explored while the troubling re emergence or persistence of faith based and other non
evidentiary perspectives is also discussed via debates around identity politics postmodernism and multiculturalism through an
analysis of the rise of irrational thinking in our politics and our entire social and cultural fabric the book moves to conclude that
religious beliefs and other forms of dogmatism are underpinned by powerful influential and potentially dangerous ideological
structures at various levels of society and that viable secular alternatives to faith teachings ought to be nurtured in their place a
critique of religion that advances modern secular humanistic thought truth claims in a post truth world will appeal to scholars of
sociology social theory and philosophy with interests in religion political thought ethics and civil society

Tasty Jesus 2023-08-18
ministry makeover examines the decline within the church especially the united methodist church umc and some causes for this
decline it calls for a reforming of united methodist structure and polity by drawing more attention to the value of the bi
vocational model of ministry and a re visitation of the wesleyan united brethren view and historical perspective this book
establishes a solid theological foundation upon which to build this shift and it goes a step beyond typical ecclesiology the study
of the church to identify trinitarian theology as the basis for the practice of the church in turn this text reveals bi vocational
ministry and support of new congregations as not only a viable option but also arguably the model towards which the church is
heading these insights will transform the church and lead to more effective church ministry with respect to resources structure
and reach in a post christendom world context picardo uses embrace church lexington ky as a case study and incorporates his
experiences into this text in order to show how these implications have played out in a true bi vocational church plant context

Truth Claims in a Post-Truth World 2015-02-16
in response to challenges from the emerging world this book brings together essays that discuss and exemplify various related
approaches to academic faith integration and explore how christian faith should underpin scaffold and frame our understanding
of academic disciplines leading to practical implications for work or action in modern society and culture written by christian
scholars and practitioners from diverse backgrounds including the usa the uk australia china hong kong south korea and the
philippines the contributions here all contribute a global perspective while addressing some specific issue or case in the context
of asia they represent ingenious endeavors that illustrate the workings of a faith integrated approach in domains as wide as
higher education business science psychology and counseling politics environment media social services leadership research
and technology this volume will inform and inspire the reader into cross cultural and inter disciplinary studies particularly of
religion education culture society and worldview

Ministry Makeover 2018-10-31
the graphic novel is the most exciting literary format to emerge in the past thirty years among its more inspired uses has been
the superlative adaptation of literary classics unlike the comic book abridgments aimed at young readers of an earlier era today
s graphic novel adaptations are created for an adult audience and capture the subtleties of sophisticated written works this first
ever collection of essays focusing on graphic novel adaptations of various literary classics demonstrates how graphic narrative
offers new ways of understanding the classics including the works of homer poe flaubert conrad and kafka among many others

Christian Mind in the Emerging World 2015-05-13
this open access book examines the political structures and processes that frame and produce understandings of diversity in and
through music education recent surges in nationalist fundamentalist protectionist and separatist tendencies highlight the
imperative for music education to extend beyond nominal policy agendas or wholly celebratory diversity discourses bringing
together high level theorisation of the ways in which music education upholds or unsettles understandings of society and
empirical analyses of the complex situations that arise when negotiating diversity in practice the chapters in this volume explore
the politics of inquiry in research examine music teachers navigations of the shifting political landscapes of society and state
extend conceptualisations of diversity in music education beyond familiar boundaries and critically consider the implications of
diversity for music education leadership diversity is thus not approached as a label applied to certain individuals or musical
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repertoires but as socially organized difference produced and manifest in various ways as part of everyday relations and
interactions this compelling collection serves as an invitation to ongoing reflexive inquiry to deliberate the politics of diversity in
a fast changing and pluralist world and together work towards more informed and ethically sound understandings of how
diversity in music education policy practice and research is framed and conditioned both locally and globally

Drawn from the Classics 2021-03-19
moral injury is now recognized as a growing major problem for military men and women operant conditioning can overwhelm
moral convictions and yet the question of whether to shoot or not to shoot often will never have a settled answer certain
theories and treatment models about mi have been well developed but too often overlook root issues of religious faith the
authors propose a new model for understanding moral injury and suggest ways to mitigate its virtually inevitable occurrence in
pre combat training and ways to resolve mi post trauma with proven spiritual resources people outside the military too among
whom the incidence of mi also is a growing threat will benefit from this analysis the stories of the injured their shaping and their
telling are the key and there are many illumining stories of moral injury and recovery those who suffer mi their families and
caregivers including counselors pastors and faith communities will find hope giving first steps toward the healing of mi in this
book

The Politics of Diversity in Music Education 2017-10-26
primo levi 1919 1987 was an italian chemist writer and holocaust survivor who used a combination of testimony essays and
creative writing to explore crucial themes related to the shoah his voice is among the most important to emerge from this dark
chapter in human history in primo levi and the identity of a survivor nancy harrowitz examines the complex role that levi s jewish
identity played in his choices of how to portray his survival as well as in his exposition of topics such as bystander complicity her
analysis uncovers a survivor s shame that deeply influenced the personas he created to recount his experiences exploring a
range of levi s works including survival at auschwitz and lesser known works of fiction and poetry she illustrates key issues
within his development as a writer at the heart of levi s discourse harrowitz argues lies a complex interplay of narrative modes
that reveals his brilliance as a theorist of testimony

Care for the Sorrowing Soul 2016-01-01
this book tells the stories of twenty five women from the dawn of civilization to the present day who bent the arc of history by
what they did at the defining moment in their lives at this critical juncture they had a choice taking the safe or least risky option
or challenging the status quo they wielded the sword seized political power or challenged societal norms and laws and
transformed society contrary to all cultural dictates some women were virtual saints others were more ruthless than any man of
their age one even instituted the first police state in history these women all faced enormous odds the social norms of their time
were so pervasive and insular that every touchpoint in society bullied them as social media bullies women today especially those
who dare to be different not for difference s sake but to make a difference in their brief time on this planet to the woman they
responded to challenges setbacks and disappointments by redoubling their efforts we can learn from and be inspired by their
lives and their grit and their mistakes to read their stories is to see ourselves anew

Primo Levi and the Identity of a Survivor 2024-03-12
nbc s hannibal only lasted for three seasons but became a critical darling and quickly inspired a ravenous fanbase bryan fuller s
adaptation of hannibal lecter s adventures created a new set of fans and a cult audience through its stunning visuals playful
characters and mythical tableaus of violence that doubled as works of art the show became a nexus point for viewers that
explored consumption queerness beauty crime and the meaning of love through a lens of blood and gore much like the show
this collection is a love letter to america s favorite cannibal celebrating the multiple ways that hannibal expanded the mythology
food culture fandom artistic achievements and religious symbolism of the work of thomas harris primarily focusing on hannibal
this book combines interviews and academic essays that examine the franchise its evolution creatively bold risks and the art of
creating a tv show that consumed the hearts and minds of its audience

Warrior, Queen, Scientist, Activist 2021-02-16
the lives of women changed immeasurably during the twentieth century not just because of technological and economic
advances but as a result of a multiplicity of small and large local national and international political campaigns by women the
activities of the edwardian suffrage campaigns are the most well known example of this but in less well known political struggles
women fought with equal tenacity sacrifice and inventiveness to demand for example equal pay analgesics for women and
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childbirth an end to virginity testing at airports or wages for housework this book focuses on 15 such campaigns and the
thousands of women who sought to influence decision making exercise and challenge power in the twentieth century these
political activities were sometimes small scale and short lived or seemingly unsuccessful but together they helped to bring about
immeasurable changes in women s lives during the twentieth century with limited financial resources and hefty domestic
responsibilities women have often chosen to pick their political battles very carefully some fought for workers rights or the right
to education some prioritised stopping male violence on the streets in the home or between nations others like radcliffe hall
campaigned so women could define their own sexuality women organised self help childcare rape crisis centres and peace
camps they set up birth control clinics and women s refuges ordinary women took on exploitive landlords immigration officers
international companies local councils the media and successive governments a few of the hundreds of thousands of these
political women like maggie wintringham and nancy astor were mps others became local councillors however women s access to
traditional areas of political power was limited even when britain had its first woman prime minister in 1979 she was one of only
19 women mps in parliament consequently women sought other spheres of activity through which to fight for change using all
the resources and imagination at their disposal to challenge injustice and abuse they employed deeds and words petitions and
protests legal and illegal devices peaceful and violent strategies to further their political aims their motivations and contributions
were varied many made sacrifices to be involved in political battles but this book seeks to celebrate some of these unsung
heroines who tried to make a difference

Hannibal for Dinner 2024-05-02
there are more than 40 million enslaved people in the world today this is overwhelming a number so large leaves us asking what
could i even do to help in his book vulnerable rethinking human trafficking raleigh sadler president and founder of let my people
go makes the case that anyone can fight human trafficking by focusing on those who are most often targeted this book invites
the reader to understand their role in the problem of human trafficking but more importantly their role in the solution human
trafficking can be defined as the exploitation of vulnerability for commercial gain using the power of story and candid interviews
sadler seeks to discover how ordinary people can fight human trafficking by recognizing vulnerability and entering in as
vulnerable people we can empower other vulnerable people because christ was made vulnerable for us

Political Women 2019-02-01
master s thesis from the year 2016 in the subject organisation and administration grade 100 0 the university of north carolina at
chapel hill school of government course master of public administration language english abstract what is the relationship of
calling a term most often associated with the clergy not public servants and public service leadership vocation and reform in
public administration seeks to provide an answer through the study of five major themes in the discipline the author builds on
each theme with supporting scholarship and case studies to bring about a unifying conclusion that asserts public service is best
performed when such a role is understood and embraced as a unique vocation in this way the leader becomes both public in that
she does her work for the greater good and in service as he recognizes that his work is primarily one of servanthood this is the
final written project a portfolio of work in five areas for the degree of master of public administration in the school of government
at the university of north carolina at chapel hill the portfolio consists of five areas of study within the public administration
program leadership public ethics and values information analysis and decision making financial management and human capital
management woven together with an opening synthesis chapter each chapter represents an area in which an assessment is
offered with an accompanying appendix of sample work from the program the assessment includes an introduction to the area
of study lessons learned in the area a description of the appendix a critique of the appendix and a conclusion that synthesizes
the chapter a public administration bibliography is appended to the work

Vulnerable 2018-01-30
catherine of braganza a portuguese princess married charles ii in 1662 and became the merry monarch s restoration queen yet
life for her was not so merry she put up with the king s many mistresses and continuous plots to remove her from the throne she
lived through times of war plague and fire catherine s marriage saw many trials and tribulations including her inability to
produce an heir yet charles supported his queen throughout the restoration remaining devoted to her no matter what outliving
her husband she ended up back in her home country and spent her final days as queen regent of portugal

Vocation and Reform in Public Administration 2017-04-28
godwinks are those little events some call them coincidences that give you a sense of something more a sense that god is
involved in your life rushnell and duart offer a collection of inspirational true stories featuring people who have experienced
profound instances of unexpected answered prayers
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Catherine of Braganza 2017-07-04
security smarts for the self guided it professional get to know the hackers or plan on getting hacked sullivan and liu have created
a savvy essentials based approach to web app security packed with immediately applicable tools for any information security
practitioner sharpening his or her tools or just starting out ryan mcgeehan security manager facebook inc secure web
applications from today s most devious hackers application security a beginner s guide helps you stock your security toolkit
prevent common hacks and defend quickly against malicious attacks this practical resource includes chapters on authentication
authorization and session management along with browser database and file security all supported by true stories from industry
you ll also get best practices for vulnerability detection and secure development as well as a chapter that covers essential
security fundamentals this book s templates checklists and examples are designed to help you get started right away application
security a beginner s guide features lingo common security terms defined so that you re in the know on the job imho frank and
relevant opinions based on the authors years of industry experience budget note tips for getting security technologies and
processes into your organization s budget in actual practice exceptions to the rules of security explained in real world contexts
your plan customizable checklists you can use on the job now into action tips on how why and when to apply new skills and
techniques at work

The Godwink Effect 2011-12-06
as american television continues to garner considerable esteem rivalling the seventh art in its cinematic aesthetics and the
complexity of its narratives one aspect of its development has been relatively unexamined while film has long acknowledged its
tendency to adapt an ability that contributed to its status as narrative art capable of translating canonical texts onto the screen
television adaptations have seemingly been relegated to the miniseries or classic serial from remakes and reboots to transmedia
storytelling loose adaptations or adaptations which last but a single episode the recycling of pre existing narrative is a practice
that is just as common in television as in film and this text seeks to rectify that oversight examining series from m a s h to game
of thrones pride and prejudice to castle

Web Application Security, A Beginner's Guide 2017-01-20

Television and Serial Adaptation
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